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grammar,	 organizational	 strategies	 used	 to	 describe	 complex	 ideas,	
higher-order	 thinking	 processes	 and	 abstract	 concepts”	 (p.	 20).	This	
concept	holds	 value	 because	 the	 so-called	 achievement	 gap	 between	
students	has	often	been	attributed	to	differences	in	students’	knowledge	
of	this	concept	(Wong-Fillmore,	2004).	Yet,	while	educational	scholars	
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	 Overall,	 84%	 of	 coded	 responses	 reflected	 misunderstandings	 of	
academic	 language.	 Eight	 categories	 of	 conceptions	 emerged	 from	
the	data,	including	academic	language	as	(a)	the	language	of	schools,	
(b)	vocabulary,	(c)	the	opposite	of	social	language,	(d)	the	language	of	
textbooks,	 (e)	 prerequisite	 to	 learning,	 (f)	 the	 language	 of	 teachers,	
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eight	assertions	that	respond	to	the	emergent	conceptions	of	academic	
language,	presented	in	order	based	on	the	percentage	of	teachers	who	




Common Misunderstandings of Academic Language
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on	learning	(e.g.,	why people live near rivers).	Civics	education	involves	
learners	in	political	processes	and	concepts	(e.g.,	democracy,	electoral 








Academic Language is Not Synonymous with Vocabulary
	 The	second	prevalent	conception	of	academic	language	is	the	syn-
onymous	equation	with	vocabulary,	rather	than	recognizing	the	various	
linguistic	 features	 students	use	while	 engaging	with	academic	 texts	
and	tasks	(e.g.,	grammar,	text	features,	and	language	functions).	25%	
of	 coded	 responses	equated	academic	 language	 to	vocabulary,	noting	
the	 centrality	 of	 teaching	 terms,	words,	 and	 phrases	 that	 connected	
to	the	curriculum	and	content	area.	Drawing	from	prior	knowledge,	a	





definition	 for	 academic	 language	 (e.g.,	 “subject-specific	 vocabulary”),	
others	emphasized	the	centrality	of	vocabulary	in	student	learning	(e.g.,	
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“content	area	vocabulary	necessary	for	a	student	to	learn	effectively	in	
school”).	These	understandings	of	this	term	likely	stem	from	traditional	














includes	 long	 sentences	with	modifying	words,	 phrases,	 and	 clauses,	
as	well	as	use	of	progressive	and	perfect	verb	tenses	(Assessment	and	
Accountabiloty	 Comprehensive	 Center	 at	WestEd,	 2010).	Word-level	
Figure 1
Discipline-specific Language
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Sample Language Demands in Social Studies
Components Features  Examples
Discourse	 Amount	of	speech/text	 Extended	lectures,	long	texts,
	 	 	 	 	 	 and	passages
	 	 	 Structure	of	speech/text	 Mixing	of	various	sentences
	 	 	 	 	 	 types	and	structures
	 	 	 Density	of	speech/text	 Mixing	of	proper,	common,
	 	 	 	 	 	 and	temporal	nouns
	 	 	 Organization	of	ideas	 Varied	text	features	(maps,
	 	 	 	 	 	 photos,	timelines)
Sentence	 Sentence	types	 	 Passive	construction,
	 	 	 	 	 	 indirect/reported	speech
	 	 	 Sentence	structures	 Chronological,	compare-contrast,
	 	 	 	 	 	 cause-effect
	 	 	 Logical	connectors	 from	that	time	forward,	by
	 	 	 	 	 	 the	twentieth	century
	 	 	 Lexical	bundles	 	 at	the	same	time,	as	a	result	of,
	 	 	 	 	 	 the	fact	that
Word	 	 Discipline-specific	terms	 medieval,	revolutionary,
	 	 	 	 	 	 patriotism,	superdelegate
	 	 	 Discipline-specific	 substantive	due	process,
	 	 	 phrases	 	 	 wholly	owned	subsidiary
	 	 	 Words	used	in	new	ways	 period,	party,	assembly,	market,
	 	 	 	 	 	 depression,	cycle
	 	 	 Words	used	in	similar	 Republican	Party,	GOP,
	 	 	 ways	 	 	 the	right,	conservatives
	 	 	 Nominalizations		 explore/exploration;
	 	 	 	 	 	 occur/occurrence
	 	 	 Collocations	 	 rich	culture,	strong	opponent,
	 	 	 	 	 	 heavy	rain
	 	 	 Use	of	acronyms	 	 WWI,	NAFTA,	WPA,	SEC,
	 	 	 	 	 	 NRA,	OMB
Note:	Table	from	Heineke,	A.	J.,	&	McTighe,	J.	(2018).	Using Understanding by Design in 
the culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms.	Alexandria,	VA:	ASCD.
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Academic Language is Not the Opposite of Social Language
	 The	third	conception	of	academic	language	is	the	staunch	dichotomy	
between	social	and	academic	language.	In	our	study,	9%	of	definitions	


























Communicative and Academic Language Functions
Communicative Academic Language Functions
Language Functions
Greeting	 Identifying	 Defining	 Hypothesizing
Leave-taking	 Labeling	 Explaining	 Arguing
Requesting	information	Enumerating	 Retelling	 Persuading
Requesting	assistance	 Classifying	 Summarizing	 Negotiating
Giving	information	 Sequencing	 Interpreting	 Synthesizing
Giving	assistance	 Organizing	 Analyzing	 Critiquing	
Describing	objects	 Comparing	 Generalizing	 Evaluating
Expressing	feelings	 Inquiring	 Inferring	 Symbolizing
	 	 Describing	 Predicting
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incorporate	academic language functions	while	participating	in	classroom	














Academic Language Includes Oral Language and Literacy
	 The	 fourth	misconception	 centers	on	academic	 language	as	 text-
based,	 rather	 than	 embracing	 the	 complexity	 of	 language-in-use	 via	





















studies,	 teachers	 seek	 to	 build	 students’	 conceptual	 understandings,	
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content	knowledge,	inquiry	skills,	and	civic	values	that	are	“necessary	
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Academic Language is Not Limited
to Use by Teachers and Professionals
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	 Whereas	 teachers	 should	 certainly	 attend	 to	 the	 unique	 needs	 of	
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Sample English-Spanish Cognates in Social Studies
association/asociación	 desert/desierto	 	 map/mapa
biography/biografía	 dictator/dictador		 pioneer/pionero
candidate/candidato	 geography/geografía	 population/población
ceremony/ceremonia	 history/historia	 	 president/presidente
colony/colonia	 	 immigrant/immigrante	 society/sociedad
congress/congreso	 independence/	 	 space/espacio
democracy/democracía	 	 independencia	 state/estado
document/documento	 island/isla	 	 vote/votar
	 	 	 	 leader/líder
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